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SHAVE IN THE SHOWER

FOG-FREE MIRROR TECHNOLOGY FOR 
THE BATHROOM AND THE SHOWER.

CLEARMIRROR.®
THE DIFFERENCE IS CLEAR.

DESIGN/BUILD
Bring technology to your design
The Original ClearMirror and the patented Shower ClearMirror help 
bring technology to your vision. Put your signature on a product line
that represents innovative design, convenience and style.

“ If you shave in the shower every day, like I do, youʼll love
this product. I am a professional remodeler and
I recommend ClearMirror to my clients.”
- Rick Young

CALL TODAY FOR PROJECT PRICING!

HOSPITALITY AND MULTI-UNIT
The ultimate bath accessory
Help your guests get their day off to a great start with 
ClearMirror electric mirror defoggers for the vanity and the 
shower.

“Itʼs an extra little luxury perk that is easy to install and 
forget about because there is absolutely no maintenance.”
- Regency Lodge Hotel chief engineer Corey Johnson.

The Original ClearMirror, the patented Shower ClearMirror 
and now the new ShowerLite help set you apart in the hospi-
tality industry… making it clear to your guests, members and 
clients that luxury and convenience are standard.

FAST AND EASY INSTALLATION.
FOR A SEAMLESS AND LUXURIOUS,
FINISHED LOOK.

Shower ClearMirror and ShowerLite
Installing the Shower ClearMirror and the ShowerLite is the last step 
of tiling the shower. The high-quality mirror with the ultra-thin heating 
pad replaces a section of tile and sits flush to create a seamless look. 
Low-voltage wires are run to a switched outlet or connected to a 
low-voltage system.

Original ClearMirror
Installing the Original ClearMirror behind a vanity mirror is easy. 
The heating pad adheres to the back of the mirror and connects to 
the overhead vanity light wiring so the mirror only heats up when the 
light is turned on.

“No more squinting, rubbing or clearing a tiny fogged-up shower 
mirror. I now have a completely clear mirror looking back at me - 
shaving game on. The Shower ClearMirror is Awesome.”
- Steve Harris

For more information, pricing and ordering information 
please contact us.

651.251.9036
www.ClearMirror.com
sales@ClearMirror.com         05/18

With the simple flip of a switch, ClearMirror technology begins 
heating, providing a fogless mirror at all times for applying makeup, 
shaving, styling your hair or for any time you need clear vision – 
perfect for homes, hotels, watercraft and recreational vehicles.

Keeping mirrors fog-free in the steamiest conditions since 1998.
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Enhance your shower experience
Add some style to your morning routine. Shower ClearMirror is fast 
becoming the ultimate shower amenity. The fog-free mirror installs 
flush with the tile for a seamless luxurious look to meet the most 
discerning styles.

The mirror defogger adhered to the back of the in-shower mirror 
keeps the reflection fogless even in the steamiest conditions – ideal 
for shaving, removing makeup or applying facial treatments in the 
warmth of your shower.

The patented Shower ClearMirror is a fully assembled unit 
(mirror and pad) and comes in these standard sizes:

16104-121224M: 12” x 12”, 24 volts and 18 watts
16104-161624M: 16” x 16”, 24 volts and 35 watts
16104-181824M: 18” x 18”, 24 volts and 47 watts
16104-122424M: 12” x 24”, 24 volts and 40 watts
16105-203624M: 20” x 36”, 24 volts and 82 watts

Also available as a peel-and-stick pad for use with your own 
mirror. Call 1.877.242.5327 for information.

Fast shipping
Standard product orders placed on 

ClearMirror.com ship within 24 hours.

Energy effi cient
The daily equivalent of operating

a light bulb.

Safe
Low surface temperature won’t burn

skin or damage mirrors. UL and
C-UL listed.

Durable
Mirrors and heaters are tested
under extreme conditions and

backed with a 5-year warranty.

Easy to operate
With a simple fl ip of a switch,

the mirror begins heating.

Permanent
No need to apply chemicals or

coatings every week.

Simplify your morning routine
ClearMirror’s flagship product, the Original ClearMirror, was 
introduced in 1998, and is perfect for couples who share a bathroom 
in the mornings. Adhered behind the vanity mirror, the Original 
ClearMirror established the innovative technology that keeps the vanity 
mirror fog-free while one person showers and the other person needs 
a fogless reflection.

The Original ClearMirror is an ultra-thin peel-and-stick heating pad 
and comes in these standard sizes:

16101-1212120H: 12” x 12”, 120 volts and 26 watts
16101-1414120H: 14” x 14”, 120 volts and 35 watts
16101-2020120H: 20” x 20”, 120 volts and 65 watts

“We did a $15,000 remodel and the best part is our shower 
mirror! It works great and looks great.”
- Greg Johnson

Turn your shower into a showcase
ShowerLite is an exciting new addition to the ClearMirror family.
A fog-free mirror, the ShowerLite features an ultra-thin light source
that allows the mirror to install fl ush with the tile similar to the 
Shower ClearMirror procedure.

With two soft glowing light strips accenting the high-quality mirror, 
the design options are unlimited. ShowerLite will surely garner 
attention from friends and family for its function and style.

The ShowerLite is a fully assembled unit (mirror, pad, and LED
panels) and is currently available in these standard sizes:

16104-121212BL: 12” x 12”, 12 volts and 18 watts
16104-122412BL: 12” x 24”, 12 volts and 37 watts
16104-181812BL: 18” x 18”, 12 volts and 46 watts
16105-306024M: 30” x 60”, Big Sexy LED Shower Mirror

ShowerLite LED light panels are 5300K (natural light) and rated
for 70,000 hours.

For custom orders, warmer LED temperatures are available.

SHOWER CLEARMIRROR®

FIVE-STAR LUXURY
ORIGINAL CLEARMIRROR®

CLARITY AND CONVENIENCE
SHOWERLITE™

BRILIANT INDULGENCE
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